


Putting all the pieces of your email marketing together can feel VERY

overwhelming, but if you take it one step at a time, you’ll be met with some

very worthwhile results.

The following sequence was designed to be the first set of nurture emails your

clients receive after subscribing onto your list. However, most of these

templates can be used to create multiple emails for continuous nurture emails

in between each of your offers.

As you go through the Blueprint make sure to set aside adequate amount of

time to follow each prompt carefully, so that your emails are as flushed out as

possible.

I sincerely hope you enjoy the Blueprint.

Best of luck writing your first sequence!

Ally Layton

Funnel strategist & email marketer

allylayton.com

Welcome!
I’m so happy you chose to download the Funnel Builder

Blueprint to help you setup your email nurture sequence.
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First Steps
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What action do you want readers to take once this email
sequence ends:

Example: Do you want them to buy your product? Are you building know like

and trust? Are you directing them to a free call?

Goals
When designing an email sequence the best place to start is by

getting crystal clear about your GOALS or they action you want

readers to take once the sequence is completed.
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Brainstorm your ideal client’s BIG pain points in as many
different ways as possible?

Understanding Pain Points
Understanding your subscribers BIG pain points is essential for

writing eye catching emails. It is also the driving force behind

their buying decisions.
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List the URL(s) of your most popular blog posts:

List another free opt-in you have that pertains to your
client’s pain point:

List three EXTERNAL (ie. not written by you) blog posts
that pertain to your subscriber's pain point:

What are three tips you share most often?

Resources and Free
Content
Another important part of creating a well developed nurture

sequence is being generous with free content. For this nurture

sequence, you’ll be directing your readers to a blog post,

another free opt-in, a few quick tips, and three external

resources.
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Tips:

Be Relevant: Each email in the Blueprint is given a title (ie. THE BLOG

POST) to help solidify what type of content is in each email. As you write

your subject lines, make sure that it’s relevant to the emails content &

subject matter.

Be Short: Try making all your subject lines under 50 characters. This

insures that it won’t get cut off if your peoples are reading you on mobile,

and helps to get people more interested.

Be Direct: If you have a limited number of words, there's no time to play

around. As with most things sales copy related, being as direct and to the

point as possible is always the way to go!

Example:

Let’s say your email is sending readers to a blog post about subject line writing

tips.

Good example: Subject line overwhelm = blasted

Bad example: Wanna know the five things you’re doing wrong with your

subject lines?

Subject Lines
Writing excellent Subject lines can be one of the most

overwhelming parts of drafting your email sequence. So here

are a couple of tips to think about to help you brainstorm yours.
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Calls to Action:

Always use active text: Verbs are your best friend. They tell your people

EXACTLY what you want them to do and don't give them any other option. 

Try: Register, sign up, click here

Include some sense of urgency: Scarcity is your friend. Put up a time limit

on you offer, encourage your customers to buy right now. 

Try: Today, Now, RIGHT. NOW., NOOOOOOW

Keep it short and sweet:  It's always better to be clear than clever. If you're

people can't find your CTA or can't understand the action you want them to

take, no one will buy from you. Period. 

Try: Get yours today, Start here, Show me the monies!

Example:

Let’s say you want your readers to click a link to your free opt-in

Good example: Grab Up Your Freebie Now!

Bad example: Download Here

Calls to Action
Much like subject lines, having well written calls to action will be

an important part of writing your nurture sequence, but they

can also feel pretty tricky. Here are some tips to get you going.
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What days do you plan to send your emails?

Will you send each email at the same time, or will you
test several times first?

At what time(s)?

Best Days and Times to
Send
Finding the best days and times to send your emails will depend

on your audience and may take some testing and tweaking

before it is optimized for your list.
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Email 1

The Autoresonder
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Thank them for downloading your opt-in, and for
welcoming you into their inbox/ life.

Take a second and describe why you’ve created this
opt-in, reaffirm who it is for, and set expectations for
what they can receive by downloading it.

The Autoresponder
Send immediately after opting-in

To Do:

1. Personalize your autoresponder

2. Find a fun way to deliver the opt-in

3. Share a little bit about why you’ve created it

4. Invite them to follow you in other places
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Remind them that if they haven’t already done so they
can download your opt-in from the email.

Include a link to download the opt-in.

Tell them if they have any questions they can reach you
at anytime, by contacting you however you like to be
contacted.

P.S. You can use this section to share another way for
them to engage with you.

Good places are your Facebook page, group, or Twitter – but keep it free.



MY EXAMPLE EMAIL:

Hello [FirstName],

Thank you so much for downloading my 5 Sale Sequence Templates! I’m so

thankful you have let me into your life and your inbox.

I also sincerely hope you enjoy them, and are able to use all this juicy content

to outline your sales sequence and start bringing in the $$! I have seen

firsthand how it can change a business from front to back. (They don’t say the

money is in your list for nothing!)

BUT if you haven’t done so already…

DOWNLOAD MY 5 SALE SEQUENCE TEMPLATES NOW

And please, if you have any questions while you’re going through this, feel free

to click REPLY to this email and ask away!

We’ll chat soon,

Ally

P.S. Did you know I have a twitter full of tips to help you create an awesome

list? Check me out!
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Email #2

The About Me Email
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Ask if they’ve had a chance to review your opt-in, and
prompt them to reply and let you know how they felt
about it.

Transition into sharing a bit about you.

I like to include a picture of myself, a few interesting facts about my life, and

any information that will help readers get to know my brand.

The About Me Email
Send 1 day after previous email

To Do:

1. Remind them to check out the opt-in

2. Introduce yourself

3. Set expectation for what they’ll be receiving from you
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Include details for how often you’ll be sending
newsletters, the type of content you’ll be sending (blogs,
tips, updates, challenges, etc).

Mention what readers can do to continue engaging with
you.

Wrap up with a call to action, to another social media
profile.

P.S. Tell the reader what's coming up next



MY EXAMPLE EMAIL:

Hey [FirstName],

Have you had a chance to review my 5 Baller Sales Email Templates? I would

love to hear what you thought of it. Did any of it surprise you?

I wanted to take a quick moment today and share with you a little bit more

about me:

I’m Ally (but you know that already). I’m a native of Portland, Oregon, but I

make it a point to live out of my backpack as often as possible.

That’s because the WHY for my business is all about travel. I take my email

marketing and automation clients along with me from one end of this planet

to another. (My next big trip is Thailand in January - WOOT!)

My work also centers around building real, genuine relationships with one

another. This means if you find these emails no longer serve you, or are

uninteresting, please feel free to unsubscribe at any time.

Now that you're here though, there are some things you can expect from me

now that you’re a part of this list:

Emails with tips for life and email on Tuesday

Blog posts on Mondays (for a solid strategy sesh)

Regular updates of strategies I’m trying out.

Remember, if you have any questions at all – click HERE to my Facebook page

and drop me a quick note!

Ally
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Email #3

The Blog Post
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Ask a question that highlights their pain point AND
the subject of your blog post.

Include a small preview from your blog post as a
teaser for the content.

This can even be the first and/or second full paragraphs of the post itself.

Link back to the blog or article.

P.S. Use another part of your post to bring the reader
back to the blog.

The Blog Post
Send 2 days after previous email

To Do:

1. Get the reader acquainted with some of your best free content

2. Encourage them to click over to your blog
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MY EXAMPLE EMAIL:

Hey [FirstName],

Have you ever felt totally unable to sell because you have a small (maybe even

microscopic) list?

In a ‘traditional’ list building environment, we assume that 1% of our list will

convert. But what if you only have 300, 120, hell, only 60 people on that list...

you’re kind of shit out of luck for making sales, right?

Well not necessarily.

For example, if you’re a business that has a niche audience, you don’t NEED to

find 10,000 people in order to book out your services.

I have one client who only needs to find 1-2 clients, every 6 months. For her,

having a small ACTIVE list is going to be more valuable than a larger INACTIVE

list.

If that’s YOUR case, then the rules that you read about online may not apply to

you. So what’s a burgeoning email marketer like you to do?

Come find out! Today we’re talking all about the most interesting way I’ve

found to nurture a small list.

Take care,

Ally

P.S. It’s true, list size doesn’t have to matter. Find out why.
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Email #4

The Q&A
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Ask a question that highlights a problem your customer
faces, or introduce them to the content you’ll be sharing
today.

Use a Q&A format to educate your readers on their big
pain point issues.

Question 1:

Answer

The Q&A
Send 3 days after last email

To Do:

1. Research questions that are pertinent to your ideal customer

2. Present detailed amounts of information in a way that is engaging and

interesting
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Question 2:

Answer

Question 3:

Answer

Closing thoughts/ comments



MY EXAMPLE EMAIL:

Hey!

For the past few days, I’ve been scouring the internet and reading (like, all) the

comments on Facebook, looking for the most frequently ask questions about

sales funnels that I could find.

Now, I’ve gathered them all up for a lighting fast Q&A session!

1. Where do I even start my sales funnel?

Yeah! You want to do email marketing! The best place to start is always

with your audience. Do your research, find out what information they want

from you – then create an opt-in (or freebie they can give in exchange for

email address) that they’ll love and start building your list.

2. How often should I email subscribers?

This really depends on what you hope to achieve. I would recommend

writing at least once a week, and no more than three times a week. You

want to stay current, but you don’t want to overwhelm anyone.

3. I want to engage more with my clients while still working smarter,

any ideas? 

This is exactly why email marketing was created. Email allows you a very,

very unique opportunity to continuously engage with your clientele without

doing a whole lot more work. An easy way to get started is to build a

backlog of evergreen content and set it up to send out once a week – this

way even if you don’t have time to send a regular broadcast something still

goes out to your list.

4. I hear people talk about sales funnels, but tbh I have no idea what

that is?
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A funnel is the journey you want to lead your buyers on as they go from

‘Never hear of you’ to ‘I want everything you got’. The best place to get

started with your funnel is to think about what your readers want to know

before buying from you, and how can you get to know THEM in the

process. Then, outline and write each email to bring your reader along on

that journey.

*PHEW* That’s was a blur!

But I hope this helped to get some of your email automation questions out of

the way and gives you a launching point for growing and optimizing your own

list!

Did I miss anything you were wanting me to cover?

Click Reply and I’ll answer it – heck, I might even include it for next time;)

Chat more soon,

Ally



Email #5

The Survey
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Remind them of what you’ve been sharing over the last
few emails.

Introduce your survey and link to it.

Explain why you need the information in the survey.

I like to explain that I use it to create better emails, better services, and better

trainings.

P.S. I like to re-link to the survey in some funny way

The Survey
Send 4 days after previous email

To Do:

1. Write a fun email to entice people to fill out a survey

2. Get useful information from your readers to create (even more) highly

targetable emails
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MY EXAMPLE EMAIL:

Hello [FirstName],

Over the past few days, I’ve been sharing lots of information about myself, this

wonderful business I get to run, and (best of all) email marketing

But now the tables have turned my friend, and it’s YOUR turn to share a little

bit about yourself.

Let’s start by filling out this quick survey.

I promise to use this information to create better trainings, better emails,

more templates, tips, and strategies to help your list rock.

Fill it out, and let's start getting to know each other better.

Sincerely,

Ally

P.S. Ok, We’ll start with an easy one: Raisins- Yay or Nay

**BONUS!!**

Here are some good questions you can ask your readers in your survey:

1. What’s the biggest challenge you are facing right now?

2. How would you like to receive information from me?

3. Which of these topics is of the most interest to you?

4. Is there something you wish I’d spend more time on?

5. What do you do?
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Email #6

The Freebie
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Explain that you have a gift you want to share with them
for being so awesome and on your list.

Outline the issue your ideal customer is having.

Introduce the free and show how it's specifically
designed to help solve that issue.

Encourage them to download it now.

The Freebie
Send 3 days after last email

To Do:

1. Give away another freebie that ties in well with your the original they

opted-in for.

2. Tag users that download it as ‘highly interested’ subscribers
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MY EXAMPLE EMAIL:

Hey,

This’ll be short and sweet.

I had an idea the other day, and because you’re already on my list, I thought

I’d send it your way first!

Have you ever sent an email only to notice it was formatted like crazy, or

realized you hadn’t included important information, like a share button, or

worse...that you forgot to double check your link.

Never again!

Click here and get access to a baller checklist I created  to insure that every

time you send an email everything will be there, 100% - without fail or sending

a second embarrassing email.

If you’re ready to stop sending emails with the subject line 'Oops! I sent you

the wrong link! Here is the *real* one, [Name]’

Then there’s only one thing to do, use the master checklist.

Ally

P.S. I know we all make mistakes, belieeeeeeeeve me. I’m just saying, with this

checklist, email mistakes won’t happen any more.
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Email #7

The Best Tips
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Dive into another problem your customer faces.

Present tips or action steps they can do to starting make
progress towards their ideal resolution.

Provide encouragement to help them implement the
tips.

Include a call to action to engage with you.

The Best Tips
Send 5 days after last email

To Do:

1. Think of three tips you share with your audience most often

2. Organize them in a way that’s interesting and engaging
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MY EXAMPLE EMAIL:

Hey, hi, hello!

I know you’ve heard me talk about sequences a lot over the last couple of

weeks, and that’s because sequences are FANTASTIC, super cool, down right

swell...

Yet all around, pretty confusing to put together for yourself, unfortunately.

That’s why today, I wanted to give my 3 BEST tips to help you put together a

baller sequence for your subscribers.

1. Always start with your goal:  When you’re first planning out your

sequence, it can be easy to just jump in with both feet, but without a clear

idea of where you want to lead your readers. Take a few minutes BEFORE

you begin to write and outline a clear goal for what type of action you want

once the sequence is completed. Are you getting people to buy? Are you

building know like and trust? 

2. Help more than you sell: When I’m outlining a sequence for one of my

clients, I break up sales emails by layering them between informative

educational emails. While this could feel like your readers could miss the

sale entirely, it insures that they don’t feel bombarded, overwhelmed, or

turned off by a need to sell. This can be different during a launch period,

but in general it’s nice to give your readers a bit of a break from time to

time. NOTE: If you’re worried about missing the sell, you can include a P.S.

that directs the reader to the landing page. 

3. Create mono-focused emails: Every email you write and send should

have one purpose, and one call to action. If there are too many things

going on in your emails, your readers simply won’t engage. As you outline

your sequence, create your goal for each email - and make sure that they’re

clear and succinct.

Sequences aren’t always the easiest thing in the world, but they don’t have to

be complicated either – IF you go forward with a clear goal, stay helpful, and

clear.
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Try outlining a new sequence for your readers this week, and let me know

how it goes. And remember, if you have questions, I’m always just a ‘Reply’

click away.

Until next time,

Ally



Email #8

The Outside Perspective
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Mention that you have resources you want to share with
them today

Transition into a quick quiz to help them self identify the
resources that would work best for them.

Link each answer to them.

Remind people it's ok to take it one step at a time.

The Resources
Send 3 days after last email

To Do:

1. Use a quiz to learn more about what your biggest subscribers struggles

are.

2. Share external resources to further establish yourself as an expert.
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MY EXAMPLE EMAIL:

Hi again,

I wanted to take a second and share with you 4 of my all time favorite

resources to help you build a strong foundation for your email list and

automations.

But before I do, I want you to take a little quiz, and figure out the biggest

problem facing your list, ready?

True or False:

1. I have under 2,000 people on your list.

1. My open rates hover under 20%.

1. I spend more than 1 hour a week producing content for my list.

If you answered True to all of the questions, check out this article for steps on

how to build a strong list from the ground up.

If you answered True for A, check out this article to help grow your list.

If you answered True for B, here is an article to bolster your open rates.

If you answered True for C, here is an article for tips to start producing

content FAST!

And finally, if you answered FALSE to all of the questions, Click ‘REPLY’ and let

me know. I’ll send you my list of advanced resources for boosting your list into

overdrive!

Feel free to mix and match the resources as you see fit, but one word of

advice...
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Avoid information overload.

Instead read and IMPLEMENT each article one at a time. These resources will

always be here for you, so come back to this email when you’re ready.

That’s it for now,

Catch you soon!

Ally



Email #9

The Soft Sell
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Clearly state an issue that your ideal client faces.

Spend 2-3 sentences elaborating on EXACTLY how it affects their life in an

undesirable way.

Educate them on a smaller part of the overall solution.

Introduce your product as the ultimate solution.

The Soft Sell
Send 4 days after last email

To Do:

1. Isolate one specific problem your product or service solves

2. Educate your readers on ONE piece of the solution

3. Introduce your product or service
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Reiterate your products benefits.

Craft a stellar CTA.

P.S. Bring them back to the product and link to it



MY EXAMPLE EMAIL:

So here’s the thang...

I love email marketing because I know what an incredible opportunity it is for

you to build relationships and get to know the people in your community that

MATTER, (like you do to me.)

Therefore, a lot of my writing focuses on relationship building, putting your

best foot forward, and nurturing your audience before you sell. I really have

seen this to be a super effective way to build trust and ultimately increase

your ROI.

BUT there will come a point when you need to sell, want to sell, and your

readers will be ready to buy.

And when that day comes, I want you to be ready.

That’s why, today I’m sharing with you my 8 Simple Steps for the Fastest Sales

Email...maybe ever.

Ready? Here we go!

1. Remind them what you were talking about the last time you email them

Example: I hope you’ve been enjoying the tip emails I’ve sent over the past

couple of days.

Have they given you a fresh perspective on writing your own sequences?

2. Ask a question that helps them self identify as your ideal customer

Example: Or does the mere idea of writing your sequences make you go

running for the hills?

3. Transition into describing the problem your product will solve for them

*Hint: You can pull this directly from your sales page
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Example: If it’s been awhile ‘cause the last time you spent HOURS planning

your sequences, only to never have them feel DONE...

4. Present the solution (your product)

Example:then what you need is a Sales Funnel Strategy Session!

5. How the product benefits your reader

Example: In just 60 minutes, I’ll get you laser focused on EXACTLY which emails

you need to send to make the most impact in your business – so you’re writing

fewer of them, faster, while still having incredible impact all for $99!

6. Reaffirm who it helps

Example: If you’ve been sending out emails haphazardly, spending hours

writing them, or aren’t even sure if they’re working in the first place – then the

Sales Funnel Strategy Session is ready to make it all a heck of a lot easier.

7. Call to action with a link

Example: Buy now and I’ll make your sequence worries a thing of the past.

8. Sign off

Example: Here’s to emails that can do some of the heavy lifting FOR you.

Now it's your turn, try it for yourself and tell me how it goes,

Ally

P.S. Wanna sign up for a Sales Funnel Strategy Session all you own? Great!

Then you’re one click away from a next-level sequences!



What's Next?
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You've finished writing your nurture email sequence, baller!

Now there are a couple more pieces left before you’re finished:

Get these emails set up in your email delivery system, like Mailchimp,

AWeber, ConvertKit, etc.

Test the best times to send your emails for your audience

A/B test your subject lines.

Then you can keep it on autopilot for every new subscriber who signs up!

Awesome.

Once you get all these emails up, running, and tested – You can begin adding

in some more sales emails, continuing to send nurture your list with more

stellar content, or even developing a monthly email sequence that sends

regular broadcasts automatically.

Hey, congrats!

made with
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